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The Blog Post

The example blog post I found is called How to Make Sure 
You Follow Through on Your Goals, and it can be found on 

the Smart Passive Income Blog.



Basic Rules

❖ When reading an affective blog post or online article, the 
reader should easily be able to identify the who, what, when, 
where, why, and how of the article.!

❖ “What” is typically the hardest to establish, so the reader 
should save this question until he or she has answered the 
others



Where?

❖ Look for where the article or blog post was published 
(the title of the website that it is on)



What Does “Where” Mean?

❖ As shown on the previous slide, this blog post can be 
found on The Smart Passive Income Blog.!

❖ Based on the name of the blog, the reader can infer that 
the blog posts will have something to do with business 
and finances.!

❖ The reader may expect the post to be about something 
else if it were, for example, on a blog for new mothers.



Who?

❖ Look for the author’s name, infer 
who the intended audience  is, and 
who the author is attempting to refer 
to.!

❖ Look for a link to a bio or an “about me” tab on the 
website.



Why is “Who” Important?
❖ If the author does not have any special titles (such as Doctor), 

they may not be an expert in their field of study.!

❖ The audience can be determined by “where” the blog was 
posted.  !

❖ “Who” is important because it lets the reader know if the 
author is credible or just making things up.!

❖ For example, in the about me section, Pat Flynn lets us know 
that he is not an expert, but he is writing to help others do 
what he does by learning from his successes and failures.  He 
lets the audience know that he is not attempting to scam 
them in any way.



When?

❖ When was this blog post published?  
Is the date of publication important 
to the relevancy of the post?!

❖ This blog was posted on January 
4th, 2016.  This is relevant to this 
specific blog post, because it is 
telling the reader how to make and 
follow through with goals.



Why?
❖ It is important to figure out the author’s purpose for 

publishing a blog post or online article.!

❖ In order to figure out “why”, look at the date of 
publication, the tone of the article, and the answers to 
the “who” and “where” questions.  !

❖ Flynn published this blog to help his readers become 
more successful in their endeavors.  He is pretty explicit 
when letter readers know the purpose of his post:



How?

❖ The “how” question can be 
answered by looking at the ethos, 
pathos, and logos of the article.!

❖ These can be found in the tone 
and rhetorical appeals of the 
article.



Ethos

❖ Is the author trustworthy?!

❖ Do they have the reader’s best interests at heart? !

❖ Do they use good grammar or commit logical fallacies? 
Are there spelling mistakes? !

❖ Do you trust the author’s intentions?



Pathos

❖ The author often uses pathos to appeal to the reader’s 
emotions.!

❖ Does the article have a sad story, or is it funny? !

❖ Authors use pathos to get the reader in the right 
“mood” so the reader can get the most out of the article.!

❖ Be cautious and decide if the author is using pathos in 
order to be manipulative or not



Logos                                     

❖ Logos is the use of logic.  !

❖ Authors use logos through analogies, examples, and 
facts or statistics.!

❖ Check to see if the author’s logic is valid or not.  
Sometimes facts or statistics come from unreliable or too 
small of sources.



What?
❖ “What” is the most important of all the 

questions.!

❖ Making a point requires good credibility 
(“who”), valid facts and logic (“how”), 
relating to the audience (“who”, “how”), 
and the publication being timely (“when”).!

❖ What is the article arguing? What is its 
purpose? How does the author convince 
readers that he or she knows what he or 
she is writing about?



Why is This All Important?
❖ These questions help the reader 

establish credibility, realize the 
point of the article, why is was 
written, and if it is a good source 
for research.!

❖ In order to get the most out of 
what is read, readers must be able 
to read in between the lines of an 
article.
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